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Abstra t

This paper is a ontribution to the already existing series of
work on the algorithmi prin iples of interpro edural analysis. We onsider the generalization to the ase of parallel programs. We give algorithms that ompute the sets
of ba kward resp. forward rea hable on gurations for parallel ow graph systems in linear time in the size of the
graph viz. the program. These operations are important in
data ow analysis and in model he king. In our method, we
rst model on gurations as terms (viz. trees) in the proess algebra PA that an express all sta k operations and
parallelism. We then give a `de larative' Horn- lause spe i ation of the sets of prede essors resp. su essors. The
`operational' omputation of these sets is arried out using
the Dowling-Gallier pro edure for HornSat.
1 Introdu tion

The interpro edural data ow analysis of sequential programs and the intrapro edural data ow analysis of parallel
programs have both been extensively studied (see for instan e [15, 17℄ and the referen es therein). In this paper
we go a step further, and study the interpro edural data ow
analysis of parallel programs. We do not impose any onstraint on the interplay of pro edures and parallelism. For
instan e, in the body of a pro edure 1 both 1 and another pro edure 2 an be alled in parallel. This spins o
a new instantiation of 2 ea h time 1 is alled.
We model parallel programs with pro edures as sets of
parallel ow graphs (one for the main program and one for
ea h pro edure). Parallel ow graphs may ontain pro edure
alls and parbegin-parend onstru ts.
In [10℄ the PA-algebra, a well-known pro ess algebra [1℄,
has been used to give these ow graphs a very simple operational semanti s. The algebra ontains two operators 
and k, whi h are used to express sta k operations and parallelism. For example, the PA-term (N1 ; N2 )| written
N1  N2 in in x notation|models the on guration with
ontrol at program node n1 that will, after the end of the

urrent pro edure, `return' to n2 . The return itself is formally modelled by the fa t that the term N1  N2 an
be rewritten (possibly in many steps) to "  N2 , where "
is a spe ial symbol modelling termination. The PA-term
(N1 kN2 )  N3 models the on guration with ontrol at program nodes n1 and n2 `in parallel' that will, after the orresponding parend, go to node n3 . The term (N1 kN2 )  N3
an be rewritten to ("k")  N3 .
As shown in [10℄, many bitve tor problems and other distributive data owproblems an be redu ed to omputing
the sets pre(L); pre (L); post(L); post (L) of immediate prede essors, prede essors, immediate su essors and su essors
of ertain regular sets L of PA-terms. A set of PA-terms is
regular if the syntax trees of its elements form a regular tree
language; a tree language is regular if it is a epted by a
tree automaton (see [12℄).
In a very interesting paper [18℄ (whi h, in fa t, triggered this work), Lugiez and S hnoebelen prove that if
a set L of PA-terms is regular
then so are the sets
pre(L); pre (L); post(L); post (L) wrt. a given PA algebra . In their omplexity analysis, they fo us on the number of states of the tree automata to be onstru ted, but not
on the ost of a on rete algorithm for the onstru tion itself
(they only state that the onstru tion an be implemented
in polynomial time). They show that the number of states
does not depend on the size of  (in fa t,  an even be
in nite). The onstru tions seem rather ompli ated, and
they are derived ad-ho for ea h of the two ases of pre and
of post .
In this paper, we present simple algorithms, derived in
a systemati way (see below), and we show that given a
program of size n and a tree automaton of size m a epting
a set of PA-terms
L, our algorithms ompute tree automata
for pre(L); pre (L); post(L); post (L) in O(n  m) time, i.e.,
in linear time in the size of the program if the size m of
the tree automaton is assumed to be onstant. Finally, our
paper also ontributes the appli ation of the algorithms to
some data ow analysis problems.
In our approa h we look at tree automata as a parti ularly simple lass of logi programs. Our algorithm for the
operation pre (the algorithms for the other operations are
similar) onsists of a de larative
and an operational step.
In the de larative step, pre (L) is expressed as the least
model of a logi program PA whi h does not have the parti ularly simple form of tree automata, but an be dire tly
(and easily) derived from the de nition of pre . In the operational step, PA is transformed into an equivalent logi program that does orrespond to a tree automaton; equivalen e

means here equality of the least models. The transformation is also performed in two stages. First, PA undergoes
a saturation pro edure, after whi h all the lauses not orresponding to a tree automaton be ome redundant; then,
these lauses are removed. The saturation pro edure makes
use of the Dowling-Gallier algorithm for HornSat [9℄. The
de larative and operational step run together in O(n  m)
time, as mentioned above. This bound is a dire t onsequen e of the fa t that the Dowling-Gallier pro edure runs
in linear time. We thus avoid having to deal with worklist
strategies and indexing te hniques as is the ase in other
dynami programming algorithms for similar problems.
Related Work.
In the area of in nite-state model
he king, a variety of systems performing push and pop
operations on a single sta k have been studied under the
name of ontext-free and pushdown pro esses ; for referen es
see e.g. [3, 4, 6, 5, 11℄). Model- he king te hniques for
ontext-free pro esses have inspired algorithms for data ow
analysis of sequential FGSs [16℄. These algorithms are very
di erent from ours, sin e they follow the lassi al approa h
of omputing the \meet over all paths" semanti s by means
of the \maximal xpoint semanti s". In our approa h we
work dire tly with the \meet over all paths" semanti s.
Reps [23℄ has also developed a non- lassi al approa h to
the interpro edural analysis of sequential programs based
on algorithms for CFL graph rea hability. Here, pro edures
are modelled by a restri tion on valid paths ( alls and returns must mat h, i.e. the edge labels must form a word in a
ontext-free language). The problem an be solved by a dynami programming algorithm whi h generalizes the CYK
algorithm for CFL re ognition and is related to the bottomup evaluation of a spe ial lass of Datalog programs [23℄. In
the sequential ase, the saturation part of our algorithm is
reminis ent of Reps algorithm for CFL graph rea hability, a
onne tion that deserves further study.
The analysis of parallel programs as presented here
an be ontrasted with re ent work by Ramalingam [22℄
that shows that syn hronization-sensitive, ontext-sensitive
interpro edural analysis of multi-tasking on urrent programs is unde idable. Evidently parallelism spe i ed with
parbegin-parend is less powerful than parallelism ontrolled
by syn hroni ation primitives.
Our algorithms are inspired by set-based program analysis, in whi h the abstra t semanti s of a program is the
(generally) least solution of a set onstraint. However, the
logi program PA mentioned above does not seem to orrespond to any known lass of set onstraints (although other
forms of logi programs do; see [6℄).
Melski and Reps have shown that CFL graph rea hability
an be redu ed to set onstraint solving, and vi e versa [20℄,
and M Allester has shown that `all' dynami programming
algorithms an be redu ed to HornSat [19℄. So the novelty
of our ontribution lies not so mu h in the general idea of
applying set-based te hniques and HornSat
to the omputation of pre(L); pre (L); post(L); post(L), but in the onrete way of applying them.
Stru ture of the paper. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we introdu e the ow graph
model. The PA-algebra is introdu ed in Se tion 3, and a
PA-semanti s for the ow graph model is presented. Se tion
4 presents the algorithm for the prede essor operator pre .
Se tion 5 des ribes the hanges needed to obtain the al-

gorithms for the su essor operator post , the immediateprede essor operator pre and the immediate-su essor operator post. Se tion 6 sket hes the appli ation to data ow
analysis. Se tion 7 presents on lusions.
2 Parallel Flow Graphs

The intra pro edural ontrol ow of a single pro edure is
represented by a ow graph as in Figure 1. The nodes
orrespond to program points. The edges (expressing the
ontrol ow) are labeled by statements. Statements are assignments of the form v := exp (where v is a variable, exp
is an expression) or all statements of the form all (Exp)
(where  is a pro edure identi er, and Exp is a tuple of expressions). Control ow is interpreted nondeterministi ally;
i.e., the guards of assignments are repla ed by true. The
inter pro edural ontrol ow of a sequential program with
possibly several pro edures is represented by a ow graph
system (FGS) ontaining one ow graph for the main program and one ow graph for ea h pro edure; see Figure 1.
Π 1 ; VAR c,x,y

Π 0 ; VAR a,b

start

start

0

1

call Π

call Π 1

1

a := b

x := a+b

c := a +c

y := c+b

end

0

end

1

Figure 1: A ow graph system of a program with pro edures.
In a parallel FGS we also allow hyperedges of the
form n ! fn1 ; : : : ; nk g that model a parbegin ommand,
and hyperedges of the form fn1 ; : : : ; nk g ! n, modelling a
parend ommand. Wlog. we assume k = 2. We assume
that the parbegin and parend hyperedges are properly
nested. We do not restri t the nesting of pro edure alls
and parbegin-parend instru tions.
FGSs an be given a semanti s in terms of exe ution
paths, orresponding to the exe utions of the program with
properly nested alls and returns. In the same manner (but
with a mu h more ompli ated de nition), parallel FGSs an
be given a similar semanti s in whi h parallelism is modelled
by interleaving. We omit the formalization of this semanti s;
in the next se tion, we present a mu h simpler semanti s
using the PA-algebra. The PA-algebra semanti s will learly
orrespond to the expe ted behavior of a parallel FGS, and
an be taken as fundamental semanti s.
3 The Pro ess Algebra PA

We introdu e the syntax and semanti s of the pro ess algebra PA [1℄ losely following the presentation in [18℄.

Roughly, the pro ess algebra spe i es a tion-labeled transitions t a! t00 between states denoted by PA-terms t and t0 .
The term t is obtained from t through rewriting of subterms.
The set TPA of PA-terms is built up from nitely many
given pro ess onstants and from the empty pro ess " using
sequential 0omposition \" and parallel omposition \k"; i.e.
(we use t, t , t1 et . for PA-terms and X , Y , Z , X1 et . for
pro ess onstants),
t ::= " j X j t1  t2 j t1 kt2 :
A PA de laration is a nite set  of pro ess rewrite rules
of the form X a! t, where X is a pro ess onstant, t is a
PA-term and a is an a tion from a given nite set of a tionsa .
Given a PA de laration , the transition relation !
over the set of PA-terms is the least relation satisfying
the following inferen e rules, where the premises are pla ed
above and the onsequen e below the horizontal line:
a
 (X X!a!t) t2 
a 0
! t1
seq1 t1  tt21 a!
t0  t2

seq2 t1  tt22
par1 t1 ktt12

par2 t1 ktt22

1
0t2
! t1  t02
a 0
!t
a 10
! t1 kt2
a 0
!t
a 2 0
! t1 kt2
a
!
a

(t1 2 IsNil)

The rule seq2 has an additional side ondition (whi h an
be seen as an additional premise). The set IsNil ontains all
PA-terms built up from the empty pro ess with sequential
and parallel omposition. Intuitively, they orrespond to
the terminated terms, i.e. the terms that annot exe ute
any a tion. In parti ular seq2 states that t1  t2 an do an a
if t1 is terminated and t2 an do an a. If t1 is not terminated
then t1  t2 an do an a only if t1 an.
The relation ! is the union of the relations a! for all
a tions a. The rea hability relation ! is the re exive and
transitive losure of the relation ! that is the union of a!
for all a tions a.
The set pre (L) of prede essors (with respe t to the given
PA de laration ) of a set of PA-terms L is the set
of all
PA-terms
t that an rea h a PA-term in L, i.e. t ! t0 for
some t0 2 L. The sets pre(L), post(L) and post (L) of immediate prede essors, immediate su essors, and su essors
are de ned similarly.
pre (L)= ft j t ! t0 for some t0 2 Lg
pre(L)= ft j t ! t0 for some t0 2 Lg
post(L)= ft j t0 ! t for some t0 2 L g
post (L)= ft j t0 ! t for some t0 2 Lg
The Translation of FGSs.
We translate a parallel
FGS into a PA de laration . For ea h program node n
we introdu e a pro ess onstant N . The a tions are the
assignment statements of the program). The rewrite rules
of  are as follows.

!M

N
N

v

N

:=!t M

n

for

n

!m
v

:=!t m
all

 (T )

i
for n
!m
for end node of pro edure i

! START i  M

END i

for

!"

! (M1 kM2 )  M ,
n ! fm1 ; m2 g,
! ",
for
fm01 ; m02 g ! m.
!"
l
In this de nition n !
m means that the parallel FGS ontains en edge between the program points
n and m labeled
by l. N ! M is an abbreviation of N ! M for an spe ial
\silent" a tion  . The de nition assumes that the hyperedges n ! fm1 ; m2 g and fm01 ; m02 g ! m mat h, i.e.,
N
M10
M20

that they orrespond to a parbegin-parend instru tion.
For instan e, the parallel ow graph for the program
parbegin x := 1; x := 2 parend; y := x
is translated into the following PA de laration.
! K  N3
! N1 kN2
x:=1
N1 ! "
x:=1
N2 ! "
y:=x
N3 ! END
END ! "

START
K

A possible exe ution of the program is
START

! K  N3
! (N1 kN2 )  N3
x:=2
! ("kN2 )  N3
x:=1
! ("k")  N3
y:=x
! ("k")  END
! ("k")  ":

The terms in this exe ution des ribe the ontrol of the program. For instan e, the term (N1 kN2 )  N3 des ribes that
ontrol is at the nodes n1 and n2 , and that after termination
of the parbegin-parend instru tion the exe ution will be
resumed at n3 .
We now modify the translation of the two hyperedges
n ! fm1 ; m2 g and fm01 ; m02 g ! m as follows. We repla e
the rule N ! (M1 kM2 )  M by two rules (using a new
auxiliary symbol K ). That is, the last ase be omes:
N ! K  M,
n ! fm1 ; m2 g,
K ! M1 kM2
for
0
M1 ! ",
fm01 ; m02 g ! m.
M20

!"

Observe that now, the terms appearing in  are of depth 1,
i.e. of the form ", X , X  Y or X kY . This will play a role
in the omplexity analysis of the algorithm to be presented
next.

pre
The problem is to ompute the set pre (L) of prede essors
of a language L, wrt. a PA de laration  that is derived
from a parallel FGS through the translation presented in
the previous se tion. In parti ular, the terms appearing in 
have depth 1.
The language L an be in nite; identifying a PA-term
with its syntax tree, we only require L to be a regular set of
trees, i.e. to have a niterepresentation in the form of a tree
automaton. The set pre (L) should also be represented as
another tree automaton, in identally proving that pre (L)
is regular whenever L is.
Following [6℄, we look at tree automata as a spe ially
simple lass of logi programs. We introdu e this view of
tree automata in Se tion 4.1.
We assume that L is a so- alled "- losed set of terms.
Se tion 4.2 introdu es these sets, and shows why this assumption an be made without loss of generality.
The algorithm onsists of a de larative and an operational
step. In the de larative step, pre (L) is expressed as the
least model of a logi program (denoted by PA ) whi h does
not have the parti ularly simple form orresponding to a tree
automaton, but  an be dire tly (and easily) derived from the
de nition of pre (L). This step is des ribed in Se tion 4.3.
In the operational step PA is transformed into an equivalent logi program Red PA that does orrespond to a tree
automaton, where equivalen e means equality of the least
models. This transformation is performed in two stages.
First, a logi program Sat PA is obtained from PA by means
of a saturation pro edure. Then, some lauses are removed
from Sat PA to yield Red PA . Both stages are des ribed in
Se tion 4.4.
An important point is that the operational part,
whi h is the most
ompli ated, is the same in the four
ases pre(L); pre (L); post(L); post (L). This allows to derive the four algorithms in an uni ed way (thus improving
on the results of [18℄, where the two ases for prede essors
and su essors have to be onsidered separately). Only the
formulation of the logi program PA depends (in a rather
straightforward way) on the parti ular ase.

4 The Algorithm for

4.1 Tree Automata

In this paper (following the representation e.g. in [6, 5℄), a
tree automaton A is a spe ial kind of logi program, namely
a set of impli ations (Horn lauses) of the form:
q (f (x1 ; : : : ; xk )) q1 (x1 ); : : : ; qk (xk )
where k  0 is the arity of the fun tion symbol f (if k = 0,
we write q(f ) for the lause q(f ) true ; in our algorithm
we will have 0  k  2). We all Horn lauses of this form
redu tion lauses.
A tree t is a epted by A from state q if the atom q(t)
lies in the least model of A. We re all that this is equivalent to saying that the atom q(t) is logi ally entailed by
the program A (formally, A j= q(t)), or that the atom q(t)
has a su essful derivation; sin e a derivation is isomorphi
to a run of a top-down tree automaton as in [12, 21℄), our
notion of a eptan e oin ides with the standard one. The
set of all trees a epted by a tree automaton A from state q

is denoted by Lq (A).1 Thus,
Lq (A) = ft j A j= q (t)g:
If q is a xed initial state of A, we write L(A) for Lq (A);
if the language L is equal to L(A), we say that L is re ognized by A. Any set of trees L su h that L is re ognized by
some tree automaton is alled a regular language. An important property of tree automata is the fa t that the tests of
emptiness and of membership (for the re ognized language)
are linear [12℄.
Example of a Regular Language: IsNil.
We re all
that the set IsNil ontains all PA-terms built up from the
empty pro ess and sequential and parallel omposition. If
we x the predi ate q" as the initial state, the set IsNil is
re ognized by the tree automaton given by the three lauses
below.
q" (")
q" (x1  x2 ) q" (x1 ); q" (x2 )
q" (x1 kx2 ) q" (x1 ); q" (x2 )
Example of a Regular Language: Atn .
We de ne
a regular set Atn of PA-terms whi h will be used later in
Se tion 6. Intuitively, Atn is the set of PA-terms su h that
ontrol is at the node n (and possibly also at some other
nodes). Formally, we de ne that a node n is a tive at a
PA-term t if
 t = N , or
 t = t1  t2 and n is a tive at t1 , or
 t = t1 kt2 and n is a tive at t1 or at t2 , or
 t = t1  t2 and t1 2 IsNil and n is a tive at t2 .
We denote by Atn the set of PA-terms at whi h n is a tive.
This set is a regular language; it is re ognized by the tree
automaton below.
q (N )
q (x1  x2 ) q (x1 )
q (x1 kx2 ) q (x1 )
q (x1 kx2 ) q (x2 )
q (x1  x2 ) q" (x1 ); q (x2 )
(all rules of the tree automaton for IsNil)
Note that this logi program is of onstant size (i.e. not depending on the size of the ow graph). (In ontrast, a tree
automaton in the lassi al presentation [12℄ would amount
to having lauses of the form q(x1  x2 ) q(x1 ); qall (x2 ) et .,
where the predi ate qall stands for the state from whi h all
terms are a epted. The de nition of qall requires a transition rule for ea h pro ess onstant.)
4.2 "-Closure
A language L of PA-terms is "- losed if the PA-terms "t, "kt,
and tk" lie in L if and only if the PA-term t does.
We restri t the algorithm omputing pre (L) (or pre(L),
post(L) or post (L)) to "- losed languages L. This restri -

tion is justi ed by the following fa ts (the rst one relies
ru ially on the side ondition for the stru tural rule seq2).

1 We extend this notation to general logi
programs P ;
thus, Lq (P ) = t P = q(t) .
f

j

j

g

1. The PA-terms
t, "  t, tk" generate isomorphi transition
sequen es.2
2. If the language L is "- losed then so are the languages pre(L), pre (L), post(L) and post (L).
3. If the language L is regular then so is its "- losure.
By (1), the terms t, "  t, and tk" are equivalent for all
data ow analysis purposes. The fa ts (2) and (3) guarantee that pre, pre , post and post are internal operations on
regular "- losed sets.
Every tree automaton re ognizing a language L an be
transformed into one re ognizing the "- losure of L. We only
need to add a state q" and the lause q" (") and, for every
state q (in luding q" ), the lauses
q (x1  x2 ) q" (x1 ); q (x2 );
q (x1 kx2 ) q" (x1 ); q (x2 );
(1)
q (x1 kx2 ) q (x1 ); q" (x2 ):
For any state q, the language Lq re ognized by this new tree
automaton from q is "- losed. In parti ular, for q = q" , the
re ognized language is Lq" = IsNil. (Note that we ould
have de ned IsNil as the "- losure of the singleton set f"g.)
4.3 The De larative Part: De ning PA

Given a PA de laration  and a tree automaton A a epting
an "- losed set L of PA-terms, we onstru t a logi program
PA with a distinguished predi ate p0 su h that
t 2 pre (L) iff PA j= p0 (t):
In other words, the PA-term t is a prede essor of a PA-term
in L if and only if the atom p0 (t) belongs to the least model
of PA .
We assume that the states of the tree automaton A are
q0 ; q1 ; : : : ; qn 1 ; q" (we identify q" and qn ). We x q0 as the
initial state, i.e. L = Lq0 . The automaton is given by a
logi program onsisting of redu tion lauses of the form
(where 0  i; j; k  n)
qi (") or
qi (X ) or
qi (x  y ) qj (x); qk (y ) or
qi (xky ) qj (x); qk (y ):
We assume in parti ular that A ontains redu tion lauses of
the form (1), a ording to the spe ial role of the predi ate q" .
We de ne PA as the logi program onsisting of all
redu tion rules of the tree automaton A and the additional lauses in Figure 2. These lauses de ne new prediates p0 ; p1 ; : : : ; p" . S hemati ally:
PA = f lauses for qi 's in Ag [
f lauses for pi 's in Figure 2g
The intended meaning of the predi ate pi is that pi (t) an
be derived from PA if and only if t 2 pre (Lqi ), or, loosely
speaking, \pi = pre (qi )"; in parti ular, p0 (t) an be derived
from PA iff t 2 pre (L).
2

They are even strongly bisimilar.

pi (X )
pi (X )
pi (x1  x2 )
pi (x1  x2 )
pi (x1 kx2 )

qi (X )
for ea h X 2 fpro ess onstants of g [ f"g
pi (t)
for ea h X a! t in 
pj (x1 ); qk (x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
p" (x1 ); pi (x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pj (x1 ); pk (x2 )
for ea h qi (xky) qj (x); qk (y) in A

Figure 2: The lauses de ning the predi ates pi in the logi
program PA for the su essor operator pre , wrt. the tree
automaton A with states qi (for i = 0; : : : ; n, where qn = q" )
and wrt. the PA de laration .
As we did with q" and qn , we identify p" and pn . Observe
that, by assumption, the tree automaton A ontains the
lauses
qi (x  y ) q" (x); qi (y )
for every i = 0; : : : ; n; thus, the program PA ontains the
lauses
pi (x1  x2 ) p" (x1 ); pi (x2 )
for every i = 0; : : : ; n. Sin e we identify q" and qn , these
lauses are a spe ial ase of the third kind of lauses de ning
the predi ate pi in Figure 2. We still list them in Figure 2
for systemati reasons.
From now on, we always use X as standing either for
pro ess onstants or for the empty pro ess ".
In order to show that the intended meaning of pi mat hes
the real meaning,
we rst need the following hara terization
of the sets pre (Lqi ):
Proposition 1 The sets pre (Lqi ) (for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n) are
the smallest sets su h that the following holds:
1. if X 2 Lqi , then X 2 pre (Lqi );
2. if X a! t is a rule in  and t 2 pre (Lqi ), then X 2
pre (Lqi );
3. if qi(x1  x2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and t1 2
pre (Lqj ) and t2 2 Lqk then t1  t2 2 pre (Lqi );
4. if t1 2 pre (IsNil) and t2 2 pre(Lqi ) then t1  t2 2
pre (Lqi );
5. if qi(x1 kx2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and
t1 2
pre (Lqj ) and t2 2 pre (Lqk ) then t1 kt2 2 pre (Lqi ).
Proposition 2 The sets pre (Lqi ) (for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n) are
the smallest sets su h that the following holds:
1. if X 2 Lqi , then X 2 pre (Lqi );

2. if X a! t is a rule in  and t 2 pre (Lqi ), then X 2
pre (Lqi );
3. if qi(x1  x2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and t1 2
pre (Lqj ) and t2 2 Lqk then t1  t2 2 pre (Lqi );
4. if t1 2 pre (IsNil) and t2 2 pre (Lqi ) then t1  t2 2
pre (Lqi );
5. if qi(x1 kx2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and
t1 2
pre (Lqj ) and t2 2 pre (Lqk ) then t1 kt2 2 pre (Lqi ).
Proof. We rst prove that the sets pre (Lqi ) satisfy the
onditions, and then that they are the smallest su h sets.
Let us prove that the sets satisfy the
third ondition, the
others being similar. Sin e t1 2 pre (Lqj ), there is a term
t01 2 Lqj su h that t1 ! t01 . By repeated appli ation of the
rule seq1 we have t1  t2 ! t01  t2 . We0 prove t01  t2 2 Lqi ,
whi h implies t1 t2 02 pre (Lqi ). Sin e t1 2 Lqj and t2 2 Lqk ,
we have A j= qj (t1 ) and A j= qk (t2 ). Sin e qi (x1  x0 2 )
qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause of A, we also have A j= qi (t1  t2 ).
So t01  t2 2 Lqi .
To prove that pre (Lqi ) are the smallest sets satisfying
the properties spe i ed in Conditions 1 to 5, let S0 ; : : : ; Sn
be arbitrary sets satisfying the properties(i.e., Conditions 1
to 5 hold if we repla e if we repla e pre (Lqi ) by Si ). We
prove that
for every term t and for every i = 0; : : : ; n, if
t 2 pre (Lqi ) then t 2 Si .
We write t k! t0 to abbreviate
that there is a sequen e
of rewriting steps from t to t0 whose length is smaller
than
or equal0 to k. Thus, t 2 pre (Lqi ) means that t ! t0 for
some t 2 Lqi . We pro eed by indu tion on k to prove the
following statement:
for all k for all t for all i (if t k! t0 2 Lqi then t 2 Si ).
Base Case: k = 0. We pro eed by stru tural indu tion
on t to show:
for all t for all i (if t 2 Lqi then t 2 Si ).
 t = X 2 Lqi . By Condition 1, t 2 Si .
 t = t1  t2 2 Lqi . There exists a lause qi (x1  x2 )
qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) in A su h that t1 2 Lqj and t2 2 Lq . By
indu tion hypothesis (of the indu tion on the struk ture
of t), t1 2 Sj . By Condition 3, t 2 Si . (Condition 4 is
here the spe ial ase of Condition 3 for j = n.)
 t = t1 k t2 2 Lqi . This ase follows the lines of the
previous ase, using Condition 5.
Indu tion Step: k > 0. We pro eed by stru tural indu tion on t to show:
for all t for all i (if t k! t0 2 Lqi then t 2 Si ).
 t = X 2 Lqi00. We assume X ! t00 k !1 t0 2 Lqi for
some term t2 . Then, by indu
tion hypothesis (of the
indu tionaon k), we have t00 2 Si . From X ! t00 we
infer X ! t00 2  for some a tion a. By Condition 2,
X 2 Si .
 t = t1  t2 2 Lqi . A simple inspe tion of the operational
semanti s of the PA-algebra shows that there are two
possible ases:

{ t00

{

= t001  t2 and t1 k! t01 (\the rewriting0 in the
left subterm is non-terminating"). Sin e t 2 Lqi
there is a lause qi (x1; x2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) in A
su h that t01 2 Lqj and t2 2 Lqk . We infer t1 2 Sj
from t1 k! t01 2 Lqj by indu tion hypothesis (of
the indu tion on t). By Condition 3, t = t1  t2 2
Si .
t0 = t01  t02 and t01 2 IsNil and t1 k! t01 and
t2 k! t02 (\the rewriting in the left subterm is
terminating").
Sin e t10 !0 t01 2 IsNil,0 we have

t1 2 pre (IsNil). Sin e t1  t2 2 Lqi and t1 2 IsNil,
we have t02 2 Lqi ; here we use our assumption
that A ontains redu tion lauses of the form (1)
for every state q. That is, for some de omposition
of k into k = k0 + k00 , we have3
t1 k! t01 k! t01 2 IsNil
0

00

0
00
t2 k! t2 k! t02 2 Lqi :

We apply the indu tion hypothesis (of the indu tion on t) on the fa t t2 2 pre (Lqi ) (whi h holds
be ause t2 k! t02 2 Lqi ) and obtain t2 2 Si . By
Condition 4, t = t1  t2 2 Si .
 t = t1 k t2 2 Lqi . This ase is very similar to the
rst sub ase of the ase for t = t1  t2 . Here, we use
Condition 5 instead of Condition 3 to show t 2 Si . 2
We an now prove that the intended meaning of the prediates pi oin ides with its formal meaning.
Theorem 1 (\pre (qi ) = pi ") A PA-term t is a prede essor of some PA-term in the language Lqi re ognized by A
from the state qi if and only if pi (t) lies in the least model
of the logi program PA . Formally,
pre (Lqi ) = ft 2 TPA j PA j= pi (t)g:
Proof. The rules of PA model exa tly the onditions de ning the sets pre (Lqi ) in Proposition 2. Thus, the sets
ft 2 TPA j PA j= pi (t)g are the smallest sets satisfying those
onditions. Now, we only need to apply Proposition 2 in
order to obtain the statement.
2
4.4 The Operational Part: PA 7! Sat PA 7! Red PA

In the rst stage of the operational part of the algorithm,
we saturate PA . This means that we infer all lauses of
the form p(X ) (where X is a pro ess onstant X of  or the
empty pro ess ") su h that PA j= p(X ), and add them to PA .
The result is the saturated logi program Sat PA . Observe
that the added lauses are a spe ial ase of redu tion lauses.
S hemati ally:
Sat PA = PA [ fp(X ) j PA j= p(X )g

3 A ording to the semanti s of the PA algebra, the steps rewriting the left subterm pre ede the steps rewriting the right subterm.
However, the proof that the term t = t1 t2 is a prede essor of some
term in Lqi pro eeds by two proofs applied to the two subterms in
any order (one deriving that the left subterm is a prede essor of a
term in IsNil and one deriving that the right subterm is a prede essor
of a term in Lqi ). This is perhaps the intuitive explanation for the
eÆ ien y of the algorithm.


In the se ond stage, we de ne Red PA as the logi program
onsisting of all redu tion lauses of Sat PA , s hemati ally:
Red PA = fredu tion lauses in Sat PA g
We show that all lauses in Sat PA that are not redu tion
lauses are redundant in Sat PA , in the sense that omitting
them does not hange the least model.
The logi program Red PA is a tree automaton. Having
xed q0 as the initial state of A, we x p0 as the initial state
for the tree automaton Red PA . This tree automaton, whi h
re ognizes the set pre (L), is the output of the algorithm.
Saturating PA via HornSat.
The only lauses in PA
that ontain variables are redu tion lauses of the form
r(x1 Æ x2 ) r1 (x1 ); r2 (x2 )
where r, r1 and r2 are qi or pi for some i between 0 and n
and \Æ" is either \" or \k". If the number of lauses in A
is mA, then the number of lauses of PA ontaining variables
is 2 mA (PA ontains one new lause de ning pi for ea h `old'
lause de ning qi ; see Figure 2).
We now de ne the logi program PAground as the result
of repla ing ea h lause with variables, whi
h is ne essarily
of the form r(x1 Æ x2 ) r1 (x1 ); r2 (x2 ), by a set of ground
lauses. This set ontains a lause r(t1 Æ t2 ) r1 (t1 ); r2 (t2 )
for ea h rewriting rule X a! t1 Æ t2 in . If n is the
size of the PA de laration measured by its number of rules
(viz. the size of the parallel ow graph measured by its number of edges), then the number of all suground
h instantiations
is O(mA  n ). Thus, the total size of PA is bounded
by O(mA  n ).
The interest of the logi program PAground lies in the following proposition.
Proposition 3 If a lause r(X ) is a onsequen e of PA then
also of PAground , formally
PA j= r(X ) if and only if PAground j= r(X ):
Proof. The \if" dire tion is trivial. For the other dire tion,
one an show, by indu tion over the length of a derivation
for r(X ) wrt. the logi program PA , that ea h atom in the
derivation is a ground atom p(t) (where t is a PA-term of
depth at most 1) su ground
h that, if p(t) uni es with the head of a
lause in PA then PA
ontains a ground instan e of that
lause whose head is pground
(t); i.e., ea h resolution step wrt. PA
is possible also wrt. PA .
2
Proposition 3 redu es theground
problem of saturating PA to the
problem of saturating PA and thenground
deriving all onsequen es of the form r(X ) from the set PA of ground Horn
lauses. This is an instan e of HornSat, where the propositional onstantsground
are the atoms of the form r(X ) and r(X Æ Y )
appearing in PA . This problem an be solved in linear
time by the Dowling-Gallier pro edure [9℄. More pre isely,
this pro edure omputes the set of all derivable atoms in
linear time (in the size of the logi program). (The idea of
the Dowling-Gallier pro edure is to iterate the following instru tion: for ea h propositional onstant forming the head
of a lause with an empty body, remove the propositional
onstant from all lauses where it appears in the body.)
Therefore, sin e the size of Sat PA is O(mA  n ), the program Sat PA is obtained from the program PA in O(mA  n )
time.

In the se ond stage of the
operational part, we obtain the logi program Red PA by
removing from Sat PA all non-redu tion lauses. The output
of the algorithm is the program Red PA (whi h onsists of
redu tion rules only) as a tree automaton representing the
set pre (L) of all prede essors of L wrt. .
We show that Sat PA and Red PA are equivalent, i.e., that
the non-redu tion lauses of Sat PA are redundant.

From Sat PA to Red PA .

Proposition 4 Sat PA is equivalent to Red PA , i.e., the following set is empty:

= fr(t) j Sat PA j= r(t) and Red PA 6j= r(t)g:
Proof. For a proof by ontradi tion, assume that M is
not empty. Let r(t) be an element of M with the shortest
derivation wrt. the logi program Sat PA . This derivation
must have an appli ation of a lause whi h is not in Red PA .
Su h a lause is of the form pi (X ) : : :. This means that
we have found an atom pi (X ) (the one to whi h this lause is
applied) that has a derivation wrt. Sat PA (a derivation using
a the lause pi (X ) : : : whi h is not a redu tion lause).
Thus, the atom pi (X ) lies in the least model of Sat PA , whi h
is equal to the least model of PA j= pi (X ). By the onstru tion of Sat PA and by Proposition 3, Sat PA ontains all of its
onsequen es in the form of a ground atom, and in parti ular the lause pi (X ). It follows that the derivation of r(t)
wrt. the logi program Sat PA an be made at least one step
shorter, namely by applying the lause pi (X ). This is a
ontradi tion.
2
Corre tness.
Sin e Red PA is the output of the algorithm, orre tness is stated as follows.
Theorem 2 Given the PA de laration , a PA-term t is
a prede essor of a PA-term in the language Lqi re ognized
by the tree automaton A from the state qi if and only if t
is re ognized by the tree automaton Red PA from state pi .
Formally,
pre (Lqi ) = ft 2 TPA j Red PA j= pi (t)g:
In parti ular, pre (L) is the set of PA-terms re ognized
by Red PA .
Proof. By Proposition 3 and Proposition 4, PA j= pi (t)
iff Red PA j= pi (t). Apply now Theorem 1.
The last statement of the theorem is the instan e
for i = 0, sin e we xed q0 as the initial state of A
and p0 as the initial state of Red PA (i.e. L = Lqn (A) and
pre (L) = Lpn (Red PA )).
2
Complexity. Sin e PAground an be onstru ted in O(mA 
n ) time, the omplete algorithm runs in O(mA  n ) time;
i.e., the algorithm is linear in the size mA of the tree automaton A (i.e. the number of its lauses) and linear in
the size n of the PA de laration  (i.e. the number of its
rewrites rules, whi h is the number of edges of the parallel
ow graph). In many appli ations to data ow analysis, the
tree automaton A an be viewed as a onstant parameter in
the problem formulation with PA algebras (see Se tion 6),
i.e., mA an be assumed onstant.
The number of states of the omputed tree automaton
representing pre (L) is twi e the number kA of states of the
automaton representing the language L (to ompare, the
tree automaton obtained in [18℄ has 4 kA states); i.e., this
M

bound does not depend on the input PA de laration. In
ontrast, the number of its lauses is bounded by 2 mA +
k  kA where k is the number of pro ess onstants of .
The algorithms for pre(L), post (L) and post(L) are obtained in a similar way (see below) and have the same omplexity.
pre (C )
= pre (L)

(C is set of on gurations,
pre refers to ow graph system)
(L is "- losure of set of PA-terms,
represented
by tree automaton A,
pre refers to PA de laration )
= lm (PA )
(PA is a logi program (Figure 2))
= lm (Sat PA ) (saturation via HornSat)
= lm (Red PA ) (redu tion lauses of Sat PA g)

pi (X )
pi (t)
pi (x1  x2 )

Figure 3: S hemati ally, the steps of the algorithm for pre ;
the PA de laration  is obtained by translating a ow graph
system (Se tion 3); the notation lm stands for `least model'.
5 The Algorithms for post , pre and post

We only need to spe ify the de larative part of the algorithms omputing post (L), pre(L) and post(L), respe tively, for a set L of PA-terms given by the tree automaton A, wrt. a given PA algebra ; the operational part is
the same as for pre .
The Algorithm for post . We assume the setting des ribed
in Se tion 4.3, where we repla e pre by post . The analogue
of Proposition 2 is the following statement.
Proposition 5 The sets post (Lqi ) (for i = 0; 1; : : : ; n) are
the smallest sets su h that the following holds:
1. if X 2 Lqi then X 2 post (Lqi );
2. if X a! t is a rule in
t 2 post (Lqi );



and X

2 post (Lqi ),

then

3. if qi (x1  x2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and t1 2
post (Lj ) and t2 2 Lk then t1  t2 2 post (Lqi );

4. if qi (x1  x2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and t1 2
post (Lj ) \ IsNil and t2 2 post (Lk ) then t1  t2 2
post (Lqi );

5. if qi (x1  x2 ) qj (x1 ); qk (x2 ) is a lause in A and t1 2
post (Lj ) and t2 2 post (Lk ) then t1 kt2 2 post (Lqi ).

Proof.

2

The meaning of the new predi ates pi de ned by the lauses
in Figure 4 is that \pi = post
(qi )", i.e., that the atom pi (t)
lies in the least model of PApost? if and only if the PA-term t
is rea hable from a PA-term in Lqi , formally
?
Lpi (PApost ) = post (Lqi (A)):

The proof is analogous to the one of Proposition 2.

We de ne PApost? as the logi program that onsists of all
redu tion rules of the tree automaton A and the additional
lauses in Figure 4. (Re all that IsNil = Lq" .) S hematially:
?
PApost = f lauses for qi 's in Ag [
f lauses for pi 's in Figure 4g

pi (x1  x2 )
pi (x1 kx2 )

qi (X )
for ea h X 2 fpro ess onstants of g [ f"g
pi (X )
for ea h X a! t in 
pj (x1 ); qk (x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pj (x1 ); q" (x1 ); p(x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pj (x1 ); pk (x2 )
for ea h qi (xky) qj (x); qk (y) in A

Figure 4: The lausespostde
ning the predi ates pi
?
in the logi
program
PA
for
the su essor operator post , wrt. the tree automaton A with states qi
(for i = 0; : : : ; n, where qn = q" ) and wrt. the PA de laration .
We note that the fourth kind of lauses in Figure 4 is a
spe ial form of a redu tion lause ontaining two atoms with
the same variable. The saturation pro edure will lead to an
alternating tree automaton, i.e. one that ontains redu tion
lauses with onjun tions of atoms with the same variable.
The membership test for alternating tree automata is still
linear, while the emptiness test is exponential in general. In
this ase, however, we an repla e the onjun tion
pj (x1 ); q" (x1 )
by the atom p"j (x1 ) and
add the following lauses de ning
the new predi ates p"i, for i = 0; : : : ; n.
p"i (") pi (")
"
pi (x1  x2 ) q" (x1 ); p"i (x2 )
p"i (x1 kx2 ) q" (x1 ); p"i (x2 )
p"i (x1 kx2 ) p"i (x1 ); q" (x2 )
The meaning of p"i is given by
?
Lp"i (PApost ) = post (Lqi (A)) \ IsNil:
The Algorithms for pre and post. We omit the analogue of
Proposition 2 or 5, respe tively, and instead give dire tly the
lauses that need to be added to the redu tion lauses of the
tree automaton A in order to de ne the logi programs
PApre
for the immediate-prede essor operator and PApost for the

immediate-su essor operator. We obtain these lauses by
small hanges of Figure 2 and 4, respe tively. Namely, we
omit the rst kind of lauses (\the immediate-prede essor
and immediate-su essor relations are not re exive") and
repla e the predi ate pi by the predi ate qi in the se ond
kind of lauses (\the immediate-prede essor and immediatesu essor relations are not transitive"); the other lauses
remain the same.
pi (X )

qi (t)

for ea h X a! t in 
pi (x1  x2 ) pj (x1 ); qk (x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pi (x1  x2 ) p" (x1 ); pi (x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pi (x1 kx2 ) pj (x1 ); pk (x2 )
for ea h qi (xky) qj (x); qk (y) in A
Figure 5: The lauses de ning the predi ates pi in the logi
program PApre for the immediate-prede essor operator, wrt.
the tree automaton A with states qi (for i = 0; : : : ; n, where
qn = q" ), and wrt. the PA de laration .
pi (t)

qi (X )
for ea h X a! t in 
pi (x1  x2 ) pj (x1 ); qk (x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pi (x1  x2 ) pj (x1 ); q" (x1 ); p(x2 )
for ea h qi (x  y) qj (x); qk (y) in A
pi (x1 kx2 ) pj (x1 ); pk (x2 )
for ea h qi (xky) qj (x); qk (y) in A

Figure 6: The lauses de ning the predi ates pi in
the logi program PApost for the immediate-su essor
operator, wrt. the tree automaton A with states qi
(for i = 0; : : : ; n, where qn = q" ) and wrt. the PA de laration .
6 Appli ations

Our algorithms an be used to solve bitve tor problems and
other distributive data ow analysis problems for parallel
FGSs along the lines of [10℄. We brie y sket h the solution of [10℄ to a simple problem, namely whether a global
variable v is live at a program point n. Then we show how
to extend the te hnique to the ase in whi h the program

has both lo al and global variables, a problem that was left
open in [10℄.
Assume the original parallel FGS has been translated
into a PA de laration . As usual, a program variable v is
said to be live at the program point orresponding to the
node n of the FGS if there is program path starting at (a program state with ontrol at) n in whi h v is referen ed before
being rede ned. (For simpli ity, we assume that no instru tion simultaneously rede nes and referen es a variable.) If
START denotes the pro ess onstant orresponding to the
start node of the main program, then this is equivalent to
saying that there exists a rewriting sequen e of PA-terms
wrt. the PA de laration ,
u := exp (v )
2
1
START

! t1 ! t2

! t3

where the PA-term t1 is rea hed from the PA-term START ,
and the PA-term t2 rea hed from the PA-term t1 after steps
with a tions that form the string , su h that the following
properties are satis ed.
1. The PA-term START an rea h a PA-term t1 su h that
node n is a tive at t1 , formally START ! t1 2 Atn
(\the program exe ution rea hes a state with ontrol
at n").
2. No a tion of the form v := exp is ontained in the
string  (\the variable v is not de ned during the exe ution of the statements in  after that state with
ontrol at n").
3. The PA-term t2 an be rewritten using a rule with an
a tion of the form u := exp (v ) that stands for an assignment of an expression ontaining the variable v (\the
variable v is referen ed").
Let r be the subset of rewrite rules of  of the form
u := exp
X
!t

where the variable v appears in the expression exp . Then,
the set of terms t2 satisfying the property des ribed under (3) is prer (TP A ), where the immediate-prede essor operator prer refers to the rea hability relation of r .
Let nd be the subset of rewrite rules of  obtained by
removing all rules of the form
v := exp
X
!t

from ; the prede essor operator prend refers to the rea hability relation of nd . Then, the set of terms t1 su h
that t1 ! t2 for some string  satisfying the property des ribed under (2) is prend (prer (TP A )).
Finally, the subset of the terms t1 satisfying the property
des ribed under (1) is
Atn \ post (fSTART g) \ prend (prer (TP A )):
This set of PA-terms an be omputed using the results of
Se tion 4 and standard algorithms for omputing the interse tion of regular tree languages. (It is possible to add some
optimizations whi h are out of the s ope of this paper.)
In the same manner we an solve the main bitve tor
problems of He ht's hierar hy [13℄, namely the omputation
of very busy expressions, available expressions, and rea hing de nitions. In order to deal with kills in independent

threads, interse tion problems su h as available expressions
require that the problem is put in dual form (i.e., one solves
the union problem of unavailable expressions and then omplements the answer).
Lo al variables. When both lo al and global variables are
present, it is ne essary to distinguish between di erent inarnations of the same variable. This an be a hieved
by
0 . The
translating the program
into
a
new
PA
de
laration

intuition is that 0 simulates a new program that ould be
obtained by a sour e-to-sour e translation of the old one
su h that the new program ontains a ` opy' of ea h pro edure; the opy an be alled (nondeterministi ally) at most
on e in any exe ution path (at any point from where the
original pro edure an be alled); we analyze, say, the liveness of a lo al variable (whi h is based on the existen e of
an exe 0 ution path) wrt. the opy. Thus, the PA de laration  has the same rewrite sequen es of PA-terms as 
ex ept for the fa t that, for ea h pro edure i , at most one
all is marked. Formally, this means that a rewriting rule
N

mark

! START i  M

with the spe ial a tion symbol mark is applied at most on e
for ea h i (where START i is the pro ess onstant orresponding to the start node of the pro edure ). Termination of the marked all is signaled by exe uting an a tion
return.
The restri tion to at most one appli ation to the rewriting rule above (translating a marked pro edure all) is obtained by ` oloring' the pro ess onstants.
That is, ea h
pro ess gonstant
X of  is split in 0 into three pro ess onstants X , X r , X b , where the supers
ripts stand for green,
red, and bla k. The rules of 0 are de ned in su h a way
that
(a) red pro ess onstants an only be generated at the
marked all;
(b) green pro ess onstants an only be generated in the
same omputation thread as the marked all, and before the marked all starts, i,e, before the pro ess onstant mark;
( ) bla k pro ess onstants an only be generated in parallel to the marked all (i.e., in omputation threads
parallel to the one whi h initiated the marked all), or
after the marked all has terminated;
(d) every run ontains the pro ess onstant mark at most
on e.
For instan e, a rule N ! START i  M of  is repla ed
in 0 by the following set of rules:


Nb

! START bi  M b

Ng

! START g  M b

Bla k onstants only generate bla k onstants.
 N g mark! START ri  M b .
The pro edure all is marked and START i be omes
red.


This rule does noti mark the all of the pro edure i ,
and by oloring M bla k it guesses that some all




will be marked before exe ution is resumed at M (noti e that this gis only a guess, be ause the green onstant START i may, but does not ne essarily have to,
generate a red onstant). The guess may be wrong,
but in this ase the run ontains no marked all at all,
whi h is harmless.
Ng

! START bi  M g

Nr

! START bi  M r

Same as above, but this time the rule imposes that nog
all will be marked before exe ution is resumed at M .

This rule an only be applied during the marked all.
By alling i the run leaves the marked all, and
so START i is olored bla k. The exe ution of the
marked all is resumed at M , and so we have M r .
For ea h exe ution of 0 and ea h pro edure all in the exe ution we have an exe ution of 0 in whi h the pro ess
onstants generated during the pro edure all are red. The
liveness problem for a lo al variable an now be solved applying the same te hnique
as above; the only hange is that in
the de nition of 0r we only
preserve red pro ess onstants,
and in the de nition of 0nd we only remove red pro ess onstants. These are pro ess onstants that de ne or referen e
a parti ular in arnation of the variable. The other bitve tor
problems an be solved analogously.
7 Con lusion

From the perspe tive of program analysis, we have shown
that the extension of the interpro edural setting to parallel
programs does not in rease the omputational omplexity
of the operations pre and post . We have a ommodated
the extension by using stru tured data for the representation of states (here, terms over \" and \k"; other operators
than \k" might be added).
From the perspe tive of model he king, it omes perhaps as a surprise that the prede essor operator an be omputed in linear time for a lass of pushdown pro esses, the
existing algorithms for this operator (see e.g. [3, 4, 11℄) being
at least ubi .
We an also look at our results as a step towards arrying automated analysis methods over from hardware to
programming languages. When programs without pro edures are abstra ted to ow graphs, nite-state model he king methods are appli able to the transition system whose
states are the nodes of the ow graph. On the other
hand, in a transition system modelling pro edure alls and
returns, states range over an in nite domain (sta ks, essentially); i.e., nite-state model he king methods are no
longer appli able. (In ontrast, the module notions that
help to stru ture on urren y in hardware-like systems lead
to the phenomenon of state explosion but preserve niteness.) The present paper presents a seemingly new algorithmi prin iple for interpro edural analysis, in whi h we propose to ombine a pro ess algebrai formal framework with
pro edures inspired by the automata-theoreti approa h to
model- he king (see [10℄) and by resear h on set-based analysis.
Future work.
As pointed out in the introdu tion, our
te hniques seem to be onne ted to the CFL graph rea hability approa h of Reps [23℄. This onne tion deserves further study. Moreover, Reps has pointed out a onne tion

between that approa h and the Dolev-Karp algorithm for
verifying ryptographi proto ols [8℄. The te hniques presented in this paper have potential appli ations also in that
area.
Sta ks are, of ourse, only one dimension of the in nity problem with program analysis/ arrying model he king
over from hardware to programming languages. The other
dimension are data (integers, reals et .) ranging over an in nite domain; sometimes the domain annot be abstra ted to
a nite domain in an interesting way. The hallenge remains
to ombine e.g. model he king over integers or reals as in
the systems HyTe h [14℄, Uppaal [2℄, DMC [7℄ and others
with interpro edural analysis.
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